
Index

5-HTTLPR gene

effect on brain morphology 105

and increased risk for depression 83

link to stressful life events 105–106,

121–122

adjustment disorder 45–46

adrenal androgens 57, 60, 84

adrenarche 57, 76

affect 299

affective development 2–5, 263

see also emotion socialization

and pubertal status 60–62

see also negative affect/emotions, positive

affect/emotions

affect regulation 119

and adolescent depression 117–118

deficits in EF underlying 149, 150

impact on brain development

126–128

and development of executive function

135–136

decision-making and OFC 142–144

inhibitory control 149

performance monitoring by medial PFC

144–145

role of hot and cool EF 139–140

role of lateral PFC 148

rule use and lateral PFC 146–148

link to dispositional sympathy

179–180

negative emotionality, link to shame and

guilt 185

neurobiology of 119

affect dysregulation 124–126

affect reactivity and regulation 119

associated brain development 124

parental influences 265–266

physiological indices 266

age differences

in emotional experiences 15, 20

adolescents versus adults 15–17

adolescents versus pre-adolescents 17–19

middle adolescence 19–20

in MDD symptom presentation 40–42

in prevalence of depression 35

self-report depression questionnaires 38

amygdala

and depression

age-related volume differences 124

sustained response and rumination 165

link to fear 121, 125, 162–163

memory encoding, greater activation

during 167

and reward processing 119–120, 125

animal models and studies

diathesis-stress 83

enriched environment and brain plasticity

107–108, 128

symptom-based approach 168

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and

performance monitoring 144–145

anxiety disorders

comorbidity with mood disorders

158–159, 238

enhanced striatal activation in 166

link to parental psychological control

187–188

symptoms of 158

approach-avoidance decisions, role of OFC

142–144

assortative mating, influencing risk for

depression 329–330

attachment

insecure due to inhibition in child

225, 227

maternal style and self-criticism 207–208

and romantic relationships 329
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attachment (cont.)

secure, and family cohesion 269

social comparison and shame 204–205

attention

behavioral studies of 160–161

externally versus internally focused

emotions 198–199

neuroimaging studies of 162–163

Australian Temperament Project (ATP) 217

behavioral disinhibition 246, 248

behavioral inhibition (BI) 166, 223, 241,

245–246, 247–248

bipolar disorder

amygdala hyperactivation in 163

and behavioral disinhibition 248

comorbidity rates 39

continuity from adolescence to early

adulthood 47

development of during puberty 87

and disturbances in executive function 164

and family functioning 285

and MDD, similarities and differences 159

memory perturbations in 166

in parents 286, 287

peer relationships 325

pharmacological treatment of 128

prevalence 35, 280

reduced striatal activation 166

blood oxygenation-level dependent (BOLD)

signal

age-related differences in 99

in the amygdala during facial processing 100

measurement of using fMRI 93

body-image changes during puberty 66

boys

physical changes of puberty 58–59

pubertal timing and negative affect 63

responses to empathy-inducing

stimuli 181

see also gender differences

brain development 6

affect reactivity and regulation 122–124

and depression in adolescence 116–117

effects of depression on 126

adolescence as period for intervention

127–128

brain structure and function 126–127

future research recommendations

128–129

impact on vulnerability to depression 126

brain function

and adult depression 124–126

age-performance interactions 97–99

changes during adolescence 123–124

cognition-emotion interactions 99–100

influence of depression on 126–127

brain maturation 92–93

effects of genes and experience on brain

structure 104–108

gender differences in 100–104

later maturation of circuits responsible

for affect regulation 123–124

role of gonadal steroid receptors on affective

processes 2–3

structural changes during childhood

96–97

functional interpretation of 97

brain structure

and adult depression 124–126

age-related changes in 96–97, 137

animal studies, activity-induced brain

plasticity 107–108

changes during adolescence 122–123

effect of variation in 5-HTTLPR gene

105–106

experiences influencing 106–108

gender differences 104

during childhood and adolescence

102–104

in first five years 102

in hemispheric asymmetries

101–102, 104

influence of depression on 126–127

MRI analysis of 93

bullying

and group ecology 207

link to depression 322–323

link to peer-rejection 302

and shaming behavior 206–207

cerebellum, late maturation of 123

chumships 305

cliques, peer groups 303–304

close friendships 305–306, 324

and depression contagion 325, 330

effect of conflict/negative interactions 325

impaired in depressed adolescents 325

protecting from depression 324

reinforcing depressive feelings 324

co-rumination 305–306, 324

cognitive behavioral therapy (CBT) 168
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cognitive development 6

cognitive function and depression

attention, behavioral studies of 160–161

depressotypic cognitions 249

executive function studies 163–164

information processing approach 159–160

memory bias, studies of 166

symptom-based approach to

understanding 158, 168–169

and experiences of guilt 183–184

and explanations for negative emotions

23–24

mentalistic strategies for empathic

arousal 176

and symbolic self-other representations/

theory of mind competencies

197–198

cognitive perspective taking and sympathy

178–179

common cause model, temperament and

mood disorders 239

comorbidity 38–40, 86–87, 238, 291

compassion 208–209

competitiveness, social

evolutionary view 204

and insecure attachment 204–205

and need for social acceptance 196–197

and shame responses 198–199, 209–210

stemming from sibling rivalry 202

complications (scar) model, temperament and

mood disorders 241

concomitants model, temperament and mood

disorders 240–241

conflict

in adolescent friendships 306, 325

in family relationships 85, 282–283,

283–284, 290

role of medial PFC in managing 145

controversial children 301–302

crowds, peer groups 304–305, 321–322

culture as a moderator of temperament

effects 228–229

dating violence 309

decision-making

brain correlates of 165

reward-related 125–126, 143–144

dehydroepiandrosterone (DHEA)/-sulfate

(DHEAS) 57, 65, 77–78, 84

delay of gratification tasks, role of OFC

142–143

dendritic arborization, link to experience 108

depression 81

in adolescents

and affect regulation 117–118

early maturation in girls 62–63

impact on brain development

126–128

and increased negative affect 25–26

link to psychological control by parents

187–188

link to self-criticism 203

and normative patterns in daily emotion

24–28

variables associated with 43

in adults

brain regions implicated in 124–126

executive function 163–164, 164–165

and high DHEAS levels 77

and hypersecretion of cortisol 76–77

studies of attention 160–161, 162

temperament studies 243–244

see also parental depression

subthreshold depression 44–45

depression contagion 325, 330

depressive disorders

cognitive approaches for understanding 156

endophenotype approach 157–158

symptom-based approach 158

incidence and prevalence 1

increased vulnerability 1–2

subtypes of 33–34

see also major depressive disorder (MDD)

depressotypic cognitions 249

diathesis-stress models 65, 83–84

diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) 96

Dimensional Change Card Sort (DCCS),

bivalent rule use 146–147

dopaminergic reward system 120, 341

dysthymia 33–34, 36, 39, 325

early maturation 62

and behavior problems in girls

79, 84

and depression in girls 62–63, 63–64, 67,

79–80, 85

and internalizing/externalizing problems

62–63, 79, 86–87

see also pubertal timing

eating disorders, link to earlier maturation in

girls 78–79

emotion see affect
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emotion socialization

in adolescence

developmental changes 268–269

family influences on 269–270

influence of adolescent on family

270–271

in childhood

influence of child on family 267–268

role of parents 264–266

role of siblings 267

concepts 263–264

emotional experiences of adolescents 5

differences across age groups 15–20, 122

increased emotionality, factors contributing

to 11–12

methodology for sampling 12–15

normative patterns and depression 24–28

emotional regulation see affect regulation

empathy 175

development of 176–177

gender differences in 177–178

link to parenting style 180–181

and perspective taking 178–179

relation to guilt 184

and self-regulation 180

and sympathy 175–176

endocrine systems see hormones

endophenotype approach 157–158, 167–168

environmental factors

‘enriched environment’, effect on behavior

and brain structure 107–108, 128

gene–environment interaction 82–83,

105–106

interacting with temperament 226–228

transitions and challenges of adolescence

252–253

see also parenting

epidemiology

future directions for research in 50–51

Great Smoky Mountain Study (GSM) 78, 80

of mood disorders 33

Oregon Adolescent Depression Project

(OADP) 6, 34–50

estradiol levels/estrogen

effect on depression 61

impact on women’s health 82, 87

predicting onset of depression 78

executive function (EF) 136

age-related changes in 139–142

behavioral studies of 163–164

and decision-making ability 143–144

impairments in

childhood disorders 148–149

link to negative bias in adults 163–164

and mood disorders 149

improvement of

through focalization in neural activity

138–139

through frontalization 139

neuroimaging studies of 164–166

cross-developmental inconsistencies

165–166

and performance monitoring 144–145

and regulation of negative emotions 149

Experience Sampling Method (ESM) 12–15

experiences, repeated, effect on brain structure

106–108

Expressed Emotion (EE) in parents, risk factor

for youth depression 283, 287

external shame 199, 200–201

externalizing disorders/problems

and behavioral disinhibition 246, 248

co-occurring with MDD 40

correlation with internalizing problems

86–87

and early maturation 85, 86

link to high NE and low self-regulation 254

and negative emotionality 230

parental warmth moderating 270

predicted by high reactivity 232

and pubertal timing 80–81

facial expressions

brain responses to 100, 125, 163

memory bias in depressed individuals,

166–167

familial processes 7

and adolescent mood disorders 280

bidirectionality of parent-youth

depression 288–290

children of depressed parents 285–288

context of youth depression 281–282

gender differences 290

intervention strategies 291

youth with depression 282–285

and affective development 262–263

influences of family on adolescent

269–270

see also emotion socialization

family cohesion

correlates of low 284–285

emotional benefits of high 269
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family relationships

changes during adolescence 4, 340

effects of negativity and conflict

282–283

in families with a depressed youth

283–284

link to early onset of depression 86

precursors of shame 199

predicting early puberty 85–86

research

future directions 271–273

limitations of current literature

290–291

fearfulness and internalization of moral

rules 226

Five Factor model of personality, link with

temperament 220–221

follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), role in

pubertal development 57–58

friendships 305–306

and depression 318–319

instability of 3–4

need for supportive 196

see also close friendships, peer relationships,

romantic relationships

functional MRI (fMRI) 93–96, 136–137

age-performance interactions 97–99

attention studies 162–163

challenges facing investigators 97

cognition-emotion interactions 99–100

effect of practice on brain structure in

musicians 106

error processing 165

executive function (EF) studies 164–166

memory bias studies 166–167

reward processing 123–124

rule use 146

working memory 147

gender differences

in brain maturation 100–104

close friendships and depression 325–326

in emotional extremes 25–26

in empathy-related responding 177–178

family conflict and depression 290

family emotion socialization processes 268

family interactions 284

gendered ‘deviation’ pattern of pubertal

timing 62

in likelihood of future depressive

disorders 46

MDD symptom presentation 42

negative emotions and guilt/shame 185

rates of depression 37–38, 56

romantic relationships and depression 330

self-report depression questionnaires 38

temperament and depression 250–252

and women’s ‘affiliative need’ 342

genetics

effect of genes on brain structure 104–106

endophenotypes and genetic variation 157

gene–environment interactions in puberty

82–83

genes implicated in depression 121–122

link between temperament and mood

disorders 239, 240, 243

girls

body dissatisfaction during puberty 66

experience of stressful life events 66

physical changes of puberty 58

self-criticism, link to maternal rearing

style 208

sexual feelings and bodily changes causing

shame 206

see also gender differences

gonadotropin releasing hormone (GnRH)

57–58, 59

gray matter (GM) volume

age and gender differences 101,

103–104, 342

age-related changes in 96–97, 137

increased density with repeated use of

neural circuits 107

interpretation of changes in 97

reduced in short-allele carriers of 5-HTT

gene 105

group ecology and bullying/shame

proneness 207

guilt

compared with shame 181

correlates of 184–185

negative emotionality 185–186

parenting (socialization) 186–188

and self-regulation 186

link with depression and anxiety 185–186

normative development of 183–184

see also shame

heterotypic comorbidity 39

hippocampus, decreased volume of in

depressed people 126–127

homotypic comorbidity 38–39
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hormones

adrenal androgens 57, 60, 84, 86

estradiol levels

effect on depression 61

impact on women’s health 82

predicting onset of depression 78

L-HPA and HPG endocrine systems 75–78

link to affect during puberty 60–61, 67

measurement of 59

neural control of 2–3

and physiological changes of puberty 57–58

positive effect of HRT 82

hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis

dysregulation and temperament 250

role in puberty 57–58

and stress reactivity 127

hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG)

system 75–76

impact of hormones on depression 78, 82

link to health problems in women 82

role in initiation of puberty 57–58

incidence rates 1, 35, 238–239

individual diathesis-stress model 65, 83–84

individual differences

in response to stress and negative affect 26–27

see also temperament

interactional models, temperament 226–228

internal shame 199–200, 201–202

internalizing disorders/problems

and co-rumination in girls 305–306

correlated with externalizing 86–87

and early maturation in girls 79

and inhibition/reactivity 223–224, 247

longitudinal studies predicting 230

predicted by maternal psychological

control 226

and pubertal timing in boys 63

interventions 345–346

during adolescence 127–128

family-focused 291, 347–348

self-compassion therapies 209

targets for pubertal depression 87–88, 346–347

temperament-focused 231, 347

see also prevention strategies

life satisfaction, reduced in MDD sufferers 48

limbic-hypothalamus-pituitary-adrenal

(L-HPA) system 75–76

changes at puberty and depression 76–77

cortisol secretion and stress 76

luteinizing hormone (LH), role in pubertal

development 57–58

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)

see functional MRI (fMRI),

structural MRI

major depressive disorder (MDD) 33–34

age of onset 37

antecedents and concomitants of 42–44

anxiety disorders, strong link with

158–159

and bipolar disorder 159

cognitive processes, evidence of disturbance

in 159–167

continuity from adolescence to early

adulthood 45–47

and cortisol secretion, alteration in patterns

of 77

duration of 37

effect on reward-related decision-making

125–126

prevalence and incidence rates 35

recurrence of 37, 45–46, 49

symptomatic expression of 40–42

treatment utilization 42

and young adult psychosocial functioning

47–49

maltreatment during childhood

genetic link to later depression 83, 121–122

link to early menarche 85–86

link to shame proneness 205

maternal depression

and bidirectional negativity 287–288

effect on parenting quality 286–287

effects on young children 285

and low PE of children 245

mediational models, temperament 225–226

memory bias

behavioral studies of 166

neuroimaging studies of 166–167

menarche 58

early onset

and behavior problems 65

and depressive symptoms 63–64

eating and depressive problems 78–79

high DHEAS and depression 77–78

link to depression and substance use 79

ethnic differences in onset of 64

mixed-gender peer groups 304

moderational models, temperament

226–228
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mood disorders

comorbidity 238

incidence of 238–239

link to temperament

methodological issues 242–243

models explaining link 239–241

see also temperament, and risk for mood

disorders

moodiness

adults versus adolescents 15–17

of adolescents 11

pre-adolescents versus adolescents 17–19

romantic experiences as source of 308

moral emotions 174–175

and parenting 186–187, 188

sympathy and prosocial behavior 179

see also guilt

negative affect/emotions

brain areas associated with 121

correlation with depression 25–26

and early maturation in girls 67

expression of, parental influences 266

factors relating to 20–21

new ways of thinking 23–24

pubertal development 21

stressful life events 21–23

following a romantic break-up 309–310

link to guilt and shame 185

in the mind of others, and internal

shame 199

and pubertal timing in boys 63

regulation by executive function 149

role of serotonin system 121

trends across adolescence 19–20

negative events

associated with romantic relationships 330

individual differences in response to 27

in romantic relationships 307–308, 309–310

neglected adolescents 301, 320

neuroimaging see functional MRI (fMRI)

neurotrophic hypothesis 127

non-mood disorders 45–47

non-verbal cues, brain regions involved in

discriminating 99–100

orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) 139–140

approach-avoidance decisions

decision-making and reward learning

143–144

delay of gratification 142–143

decreased activation in depressed youth 165

and reward processing 119–120

Oregon Adolescent Depression Project

(OADP) 6, 34–35

age at onset, episode duration and time to

recurrence 37

comorbidity 38–40

continuity of depressive disorders 45–47

follow-up analysis 79–80

gender and age 37–38

incidence and prevalence rates 35

predictors of MDD recurrence 49–50

psychosocial characteristics before, during

and after MDD 42–45

self-report questionnaires 38

symptomatic presentation 40–42

young adult psychosocial functioning 47–49

Organization of Behavior, The (Hebb) 107

parental depression

bidirectional model of negativity 289–290

effects of gender 288

Expressed Emotion (EE) as risk factor 287

link to maladaptive guilt in children

185–186

and negative family relationships

286–287

and psychological disorder in children

285–286

and temperament in offspring 244–246

see also maternal depression

parental ‘meta-emotion philosophy’

(PMEP) 264

parenting

abuse and shame proneness 205

cultural differences and temperament 229

and development of moral emotions 182,

185–186, 186–187, 188

effects of psychological control 187–188

early experiences of and self-criticism

207–208

and emotional expression/acceptance 266,

269–270

family cohesiveness, effects of 269,

284–285

interventions 231, 347

moderating effects of NE and BI 254

as a moderator of temperament 219,

226–227

parental rejection, effects of 230, 254

parental role shift during adolescence 271
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parenting (cont.)

practices promoting sympathy in children

180–181

psychological control, effects of 187–188, 226

see also emotion socialization, familial

processes

pathoplasticity model of temperament 240

peer acceptance 196–197, 207, 321, 341

peer rejection 302, 319–321

peer relationships 3–4

and affective development 300–301

friendships 305–306

peer groups 303–305

romantic relationships 306–310

sociometric status 301–303

bullying and shaming behaviors 207

and depression 318–319, 323–324

close friendships 324–326

mechanisms underlying 319

peer crowd affiliation 321–322

peer rejection 319–321

victimization/negative peer experiences

322–323

link to emotion and affect regulation

310–311

research suggestions 330–331

see also romantic relationships

perfectionism 202–203

personal distress 176, 179, 181

personality

and mood disorders 243–244

negative emotionality, links to guilt

and shame 185

and neuroendocrine stress reactivity 250

relationship to temperament 220–221

perspective taking skills

and empathy-related responding 178–179

link with guilt 184

pharmacotherapy, benefits of 128

popularity in adolescence 310

and affiliation with high status crowds

321–322

link to social status in small groups 207

perceived versus sociometric 302–303

profile of popular children 301

positive affect/emotions

expression of, parental influences 266

intensity of, sex differences in 251

in the minds of others, need to create

196–197, 200

moderating effects of stress 253–254

neural responses of adults with

depression 125

neurobiological processes involved in 119–121

reward processing 117–118

and romantic experiences 307

and socio-emotional adjustment 232

see also affect, negative affect/emotions

precursor model, temperament and mood

disorders 239–240, 243

predisposition model, temperament and mood

disorders 239–240, 243

prefrontal cortex (PFC)

and affect regulation 122

development of during adolescence

136–139, 150

and affect regulation 149

delay in maturation and vulnerability to

disorder 338–339

and distal reward pursuit 341

and executive function (EF) 136

regions responsible for rule use 140–142

lateral PFC and rule use at various levels of

complexity 146–148

medial PFC, role in performance

monitoring 144–145

ventromedial PFC, activation and depressed

mood 124–125

Prep (Sittenfeld) 299

prevalence rates

bipolar disorders 35, 280

depressive disorders 195, 280

DSM-IV disorder in young adulthood 46

unipolar depression 1, 35

prevention strategies

during puberty 87

for early-onset MDD 47

identifying at risk adolescents 87–88, 346

see also interventions

prosocial behavior

and sympathy 179–180

and temperament 224–225, 232

psychological control by parents, impact of

187–188, 226

psychosocial functioning

during adolescence before during and after

MDD 42–45

effect of stressful transitions and challenges

252–253

of young adults following episode of MDD

47–49

temperament predicting 232
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Pubertal Development Scale (PDS) 59

pubertal status 60

and gene–environment interactions

82–83

hormone concentrations and affect 60–61

secondary sex characteristics and affect

61–62

pubertal timing

and affect

African–American children 80–81

early maturation and depression 62–63

ethnic group differences 63–64

mechanisms linking 64–66

differences in measurement methods

62, 80

hypotheses 62

and internalizing problems/disorders

62–63, 78–80

‘off-time’ maturation 64, 79

puberty 2–3

and bipolar disorders 87

correlation to emotionality 21

and depression

diathesis stress models 83–84

implications for prevention 87–88

link with other adolescent challenges

84–85

puberty as necessary condition for 81–83

quality of family relations 85–86

development

and affective processes 56–57

biological aspects 57–59

future research 67–68

measurement of 59–60

physical changes 58–59

physiological changes 57–58

pubertal processes and affect 60–62

risk for depression 74–75

see also pubertal status, pubertal timing

recurrence of MDD 37, 45–46, 49

rejection

fear of rejection and preoccupied style 327

parental 205, 230, 254

peer 302

and depression, bi-directional association

319–321

romantic relationships 329

see also victimization

relational aggression, link to perceived

popularity 302–303

relationships during adolescence 3–4

family and social, changes in 4

and need for social acceptance 196–197

see also friendships, peer relationships,

romantic relationships

research directions/limitations 342–345

brain development 128–129

cultural differences temperament and mood

disorder 255

cultural variables and family processes 345

epidemiology 50–51

family processes 271–273

measurement of affective processes 67

peer and romantic relationships 330–331

puberty-disorder links 88

representativeness of samples 68

resilience

role of temperament 227, 270

and time spent alone 27–28

respiratory sinus arrythmia (RSA) and

emotion regulation 266

reward processing 119–120, 123

approach-avoidance tasks

delay-discounting paradigm 143

delay of gratification tasks 142–143

investigation of neural basis of 121

later brain maturation 123–124, 341

less activation of brain areas in depressed

children 125–126

reward seeking behavior 3, 116

and positive affect 118

risk factor for depression 4

suppression of leading to depression 341

romantic relationships 306–307

and depression 318, 326–327

due to loss of social interaction with

peers 327

gender differences 330

moderating factors 327

and negative events/interactions

328, 330

rejection, fear of 329

role of peer relationships 329–330

self-regulation processes 328–329

effects of unreciprocated love 308

links to affective experiences and affect

regulation 310–311

and psychosocial adjustment 308–309

research suggestions 330–331

and social status 309

supportive aspect of 307
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rule use

bivalent rules 146–147

development of switching 147

and emotional regulation 148

hierarchical development of more complex

rules 140–142

impact of EF deficits 148–149

role of lateral PFC in 140, 146–148

and working memory 147

rumination 26, 163–164, 165, 202, 249

secondary sex characteristics

boys 58–59

effect on depression 61–62, 78

girls 58

measurement of 59–60

self-compassion 208

self-criticism

and compassion 208–209

and early background 207–208

internal shaming process 202

relationship to shame 195–197, 203–204

self-esteem

and bullying 323

and close friendships 324, 325

and evaluation by others 197

link to maternal acceptance/emotional

expression 270

and peer crowd affiliation 321–322

and peer rejection 320

self-evaluation

derived from evaluation by others

197–198

peer group as source of 203

shame and negative self-evaluation 198, 199,

200, 210

self-identities and group ecology 207

self-regulation

development of 4, 219–220, 339

dimension of temperament 216

and externalizing problems 232, 254

links with shame and guilt 186

neural basis of see executive function (EF)

and prosocial behavior 224–225

and romantic relationships 328–329

see also affect regulation

self-soothing abilities, importance of 209

serotonin system, link to negative affect 121

sex differences see gender differences

sexual abuse and depression 85–86, 205

sexual development see puberty

sexual minorities

problems faced by 309

romantic experiences 307

sexuality, link to shame in girls 206

shame 198

correlates of 184–185

development consequences of 205–207

external versus internal 198–199

and failure to reach self-standards 199–200

link with anxiety and depression 185–186

origins of 182–183, 199, 204–205

relationship to self-criticism 195–197

responses in social interactions 198

and self-criticism in adolescence 203–204

and self-regulation 186

see also guilt

siblings, role in affective development 267

social acceptance 196–197, 207, 321, 341

social competence

and romantic experiences 308

and sympathy 179

and temperament 224–225, 229, 232, 248–249

social competition see competitiveness, social

social emotions see guilt, shame

social skills see social competence

social status

measurement of 301–303

of romantic partner 309

peer groups 303–305, 321–322

in small groups and social acceptance 207

socialization see familial processes, parenting,

emotion socialization

stage-termination hypothesis, pubertal

timing 62, 63

stress

diathesis-stress models 65, 83–84

in early life, reversed by environmental

enrichment 128

gene–environment interactions 83, 105–106

and maturation of the HPG system 82

pathway from negative affect to depression

26–27

physiological reactivity

effect on brain structure 127

neuroendocrine responses 250

relationship of negative life events

to negative affect 21–23

and secretion of cortisol 76–77

stressors during adolescence 65–66,

252–253

transitional stress model 65
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structural MRI 93

and brain maturation 96–97

substance use

link to early menarche 79, 87

and temperament 225–226

subthreshold depression 44–45

sympathy 175–176

and affective perspective taking 178–179

correlate of 179–180

and emotional regulation 179, 180

gender differences in 177–178

parental practices promoting 180–181

and social behavior 179

symptom-based approach 158

advantages of 168–169

symptomatic expression of MDD 40

age differences in 40–42

gender differences in 42

temperament 6–7

assessment of 242–243

conceptualizations 241

directions for further research 231–232

and early adolescent development 215

gender differences in rate of depressive

disorders 250–252

measurement scales of 217–218

and personality 220–221

and risk for mood disorders 238, 243

in adults 243–244

mediating factors 248

depressotypic cognitions 249

interpersonal problems 248–249

maladaptive coping 249–250

neuroendocrine stress reactivity 250

moderators of relationship 252

adolescent challenges/life stressors

252–253

interactions between temperament

dimensions 253–254

neurobiological/neurocognitive

changes 253

parenting 254

research directions 254–255

in youths 244

conclusion from studies 247–248

high-risk studies 244–246

prospective studies of non-depressed

children and adolescents 246–247

and socio-emotional functioning 222–223

culture moderating 228–229

direct effects 223–225

gender moderating 229

indirect effects 225–226

interactional effects 226–228

measurement issues 221–222

multiple pathways 230–231

stability and change from childhood to

adolescence 218–220

theoretical models

in adolescence 216–218

infancy and childhood 216

time spent alone, effect on mood 27–28, 301

transitional stress model 65

treatments

cognitive behavior therapy (CBT) 168

OADP adolescents with MDD 42

pharmacological 128

see also interventions

tripartite model of anxiety and depression 224

unipolar depression

brain function 125

comorbidity 38–39

gender differences 56

prevalence and incidence rates 1, 35

see also dysthymia, major depressive

disorder (MDD)

verbal abuse in childhood

link to depression and anxiety 205

and shame proneness 205

victimization 302

and depression 322–323

effect of close friendships on 324

vulnerability to depression 1–2, 337–338

and affective functioning during early

adolescence 2–5

and development of new cognitive

skills 24, 341

diathesis-stress models 65, 83–84

factors predicting recurrence 49–50

impact of brain development 126

development of PFC and pursuit of distal

rewards 341–342

mismatch in maturation of limbic areas

and PFC 338–340

and maturation of self-regulation capacity

338, 341

peer bullying 206–207

relative roles of negative and positive affects

224, 251, 344–345
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vulnerability to depression (cont.)

and self-criticism 203

unhealthy family relationships 86, 205, 281,

289–290

white matter (WM) volume

age-related changes in 96, 123, 137

functional interpretation of changes

97, 100

gender differences 101, 102–103

working memory

age-related improvement of 99, 147–148

and complex rule hierarchies 150

link to DL-PFC function 147

required for self-regulation 148

young adulthood

Australian Temperament Project (ATP) 217

continuity of depressive disorders into

45–47

follow-up of OADP participants 79–80

predictors of MDD recurrence in

49–50

prevalence of DSM-IV disorders 46

psychosocial functioning 47–49

Youth and Adolescence Study (YAS) 14–25
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